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“A new study claims a single expo-

sure to the American flag – even among

Democratic participants – shifts sup-

port toward Republican beliefs, attitudes

and voting behavior.”

Quoted from Fox News Grapevine segment “Stars, Stripes and Republican

Votes?” 20 July 2011



“We report that a brief exposure to

the American flag led to a shift toward

Republican beliefs, attitudes, and vot-

ing behavior among both Republican and

Democratic participants, despite their

overwhelming belief that exposure to

the flag would not influence their be-

havior.”
Abstract of “A Single Exposure to the American Flag Shifts Support Toward

Republicanism up to 8 Months Later.” Carter, T., M.J. Ferguson, and R.R.

Hassin, 2011. Psychological Science. doi: 10.1177/0956797611414726



HOW IT WAS DONE: 396 people recruited for four sessions,
from before the election to eight months after. 197 made it
through Session 2; just 71 made it to the end. 8 more excluded,
leaving 63 out of the original 396 from which to draw conclusions.

These 63 were pre-selected to have polarized views: folks “who
planned to vote...where polling indicated...significant margin sep-
arated Obama and McCain.” Some got survey with flag, some
not.

Created “composite measures” of voting intentions; then re-
gressed the “centered” intentions on earlier intentions and used
the residuals as main measure of voting intentions.

Result: flag-seers’ residuals tended to disapprove of Obama’s
8-month-old presidency slightly more.



The Publish Or Perish Fallacy

When you need a paper, do a sur-

vey, call the questionairre an “instru-

ment” then finagle, interpret like mad;

but be sure “finding” accords with re-

ceived “wisdom.”





“Democratic political candidates can

skip this weekend’s July 4th parades.

A new Harvard University study finds

that July 4th parades energize only Re-

publicans, turn kids into Republicans,

and help to boost the GOP turnout of

adults on Election Day.”

Quoted from US News & World Report “Harvard: July 4th Parades Are

Right-Wing” 30 June 2011



“Survey evidence [says] Republicans consider

themselves more patriotic than Democrats...a

political congruence between the patriotism pro-

moted on Fourth of July and the values associ-

ated with the Republican party. Fourth of July

celebrations in Republican dominated counties

may thus be more politically biased events that

socialize children into Republicans.”

From “Shaping the Nation: The Effect of Fourth of July on Political Pref-

erences and Behavior in the United States.” Madestam, A., D. Yanagizawa-

Drott, 2011. Harvard Site



HOW IT WAS DONE: “Our method uses daily precipitation

data from 1920-1990 to proxy for exogenous variation in partic-

ipation on Fourth of July as a child. The estimates imply that

days without rain on Fourth of July in childhood increase the

likelihood of identifying with the Republicans as an adult, voting

for the Republican but not the Democratic candidate, and voter

turnout.”

Result: “[O]ne Fourth of July without rain before age 18 in-

creases the likelihood of identifying as a Republican at age 40

by 2 percent the share of people voting for the Republican can-

didate at age 40 by 4 percent, and the share of people turning

out to vote at age 40 by 0.9 percent.”



The Over-confident Academic Expert Fal-

lacy:

I can’t think of another explanation

for the observed correlation, therefore

there isn’t one: whatever I say is the

cause is the cause.



Causation is correlation

But beware post hoc ergo propter hoc:

X happened, then Y happened, there-

fore X caused Y, p < 0.05.





“Three new studies released today by [CARB]

reveal that exposure to airborne fine-particulate

matter significantly elevates the risk for prema-

ture deaths from heart disease in older adults

and elevates incidence of strokes among post-

menopausal women. Heart disease is the num-

ber one killer in California and is responsible for

approximately 35% of annual deaths.”

CARB press release #:11-53 8 December 2011



“All-cause mortality is significantly associated

with PM2.5 exposure, but the results are sen-

sitive to statistical model specification and to

the exposure model used to generate the esti-

mates. When we applied control for residence

in the largest urban conurbations, and we em-

ployed the land use regression (LUR) model, we

found significantly elevated effects on all cause

mortality.”

From “Spatiotemporal Analysis of Air Pollution and Mortality in California

Based on the American Cancer Society Cohort” Michael Jerrett et al., 2011.

CARB contract #06-332.



HOW IT WAS DONE: Nine models, each with several subjective

“knobs” and dials to twist. Only one showed a “statistically

significant” relationship. Authors only reported on this model.

Authors claimed to have shown a relationship between PM2.5

and inhalation. Yet authors never, not even in one case, mea-

sured the PM2.5 inhalation of any person. Measured how far

from highway residents might have, at one time, lived. Yet sub-

urban folks had higher risks than urban.

Result: “The results from this investigation indicate consistent

and robust effects of PM2.5.”



The Friend of a Friend of a Friend Fallacy:

I can’t measure what I think is the real

cause, nor can I measure the direct ef-

fects of this cause, but I can measure

things that possibly maybe are sort of

related and call them the cause and ef-

fect.





“‘Radon is one of the most serious environ-

mental health risks that we face,’ said Univeristy

of Minnesota professor Bill Angell...He explains

the colorless, odorless radioactive gas forms nat-

urally in the ground. But when radon it enters

your home, it is a serious problem.

‘The risk of dying of lung cancer because of

radon in your home is one out of 50,’ said An-

gell, ‘So it’s an incredibly big risk.’”

Channel 3 WSIL TV report “Experts Work to Raise Radon Awareness”, 26

June 2012.



“We find a positive association between radon

and lung cancer risk consistent with previous

studies...[T]he results of the present prospec-

tive cohort study are fully compatible with an

association between residential radon and risk

for lung cancer as detected in three previous

meta analyses and provide important evidence

at the low end of the low end of the residential

dose curve.”

Residential radon and lung cancer incidence in a Danish cohort, Brauner et

al., 2012. Environmental Research.



HOW IT WAS DONE: Measured actual exposure and outcomes

of 57 thousand Danes and found “adjusted IRR for lung cancer

was 1.04 (95% CI: 0.69–1.56) in association with a 100 Bq/m3

higher radon concentration and 1.67 (95% CI: 0.69–4.04) among

non-smokers.”

“In the present study, a number of risk factors for lung cancer

were less prevalent among participants living at the higher radon

concentrations, including...low fruit intake, risk occupation and

traffic-related air pollution. This would result in an underesti-

mation of the association between radon and lung cancer risk in

our study.”



The Everybody Else Said It Was True Fal-

lacy:

Even though your results are the ex-

act opposite of your belief, explain them

away, and state your belief.











The Statistics Isn’t What You Think It Is

Fallacy:

Want: Pr( Theory true | Data, Model )

Get: Pr(T (x) > t(x)| Data, Model(θ), θ = 0)





“[GW’s] indirect social and political impact in poor countries may

be even more far-reaching, including upheavals and civil wars –

and even more witches hacked to death with machetes.” Edward

Miguel, Professor of Economics, Berkeley.

“Oyster Herpes: Latest Symptom of Global Warming?” National

Geographic

“Global warming ’helps coral reefs grow’” New Scientist

“Global Warming Has Devastating Effect on Coral Reefs, Study

Shows” National Geographic

“We don’t usually think of the Taliban and global warming in

the same sentence...” Charlie Gibson, ABC News.



“[GW will cause] plankton called a coccolithophore to bloom in

huge numbers” Sharon Smith, Professor U. Miami

“Warmer Seas Will Wipe Out Plankton, Source of Ocean Life”

Jef Huisman, Professor U. Amsterdam

“Climate wars threaten billions” A Climate of Conflict, Interna-

tional Alert

“Criminologists and police officers are now beginning to specu-

late that one of the hidden consequences of global warming will

be an increase in street crime” Ken Pease, Professor University

College London



“Study Says Polar Bears Could Face Extinction” Arctic Climate

Impact Assessment

“Spiders Getting Bigger – Global Warming to Blame?” National

Geographic

“The panda bear could disappear in the wild unless the pace of

global warming slows.” WWF Global

“Surge in fatal shark attacks blamed on global warming” The

Guardian

Extinction risk: warm, fuzzy, cuddly photogenic species. To

thrive: biting, sticking, pestering, plaguing species.



The Come On In The Water’s Fine Fallacy,

a.k.a. The Bandwagon Fallacy, a.k.a. The

Grants Are Flowing Fallacy, a.k.a. A Good

Chance I’ll Get Quoted In The Press Fallacy




